
OFPA Academy Council minutes 09/11/21

1. Lunches
An issue was raised by a parent regarding the order that classes come into the dinner hall for
their lunch. It seems that Y5 and Y6 are always last into dinner and sometimes they do not
get a choice of food.

We have 2 lunch shifts - 12.15pm - 1.15pm for KS1 and 12.30pm - 1.30pm for KS2. EYFS pupils
have their lunch at 12.00pm.

Kevin will speak to the midday supervisors and ensure that there is a fair rota so it is not
always the same classes going last.

2. Swimming
An question was asked about Y5 and Y6 swimming. There are only a couple of hairdryers at
the swimming pool and it is difficult for all 90 pupils in each year group to dry their hair. A
concern was raised that the pupils might catch cold with wet hair. Kevin said there wasn’t
time for all pupils to dry their hair, and the pupils wore swim hats so their hair shouldn’t be that
wet. He assured the parents that the children are brought back to school as quickly as
possible so they are not spending too much time outside in the cold.

3. Afterschool clubs
A parent asked if it would be possible to have more afterschool sports clubs as not all year
groups have the opportunity to take part in a club. Kevin explained that school staff lead the
clubs afterschool and that is why we are able to offer clubs for only £1.50 a child.

If we don’t have any staff willing to lead clubs in their own time, then we cannot hold them.
There are private companies that we could use to run clubs, however these tend to be a lot
more expensive (£5.00 - £10.00 a session) If parents/carers would like to us to look into this, we
can.

4. Roman Road Market
A parent expressed her disappointment with all the rubbish and mess in the market. Kevin
said he would contact the council and ask them for additional cleaning.

5. Music
A parent said her daughter would like to learn piano. Kevin explained that in the new year
we would be beginning peripatetic music lessons (1 on 1) with KS2 pupils on a number of
instruments. Watch this space!


